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INTRODUCTION

amp.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
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Danilo Enrique Noreña Benítez has contributed to the dictionary with 35388 meanings that we have approved and
collected in this small book. We hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the
project, do not hesitate to visit our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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rayada
It means that it presents stripes, lists or stripes of different colors.  Also it has stretch marks.  In Colombia in a colloquial
way means little rope, crazy.  Mentally affected.

rayado
It means that it has lists, stripes or thin stripes of different colors.  Inflection of scratching, which means making strokes
or stripes.  In Colombia, colloquially means crazy, crazy, unbalanced, little sane.  It can also mean old, sning. 

rayaduras
In Colombia it means studs, amendments, scratches.  It also means Groove, spline or channel formed with a little
pointed on a sheet.

rayajo
Rayon, ugly or poorly made stripe.  stripe contemptuous.  Ugly or draft drawing.  Sketch, sketch. 

rayar y rallar
In Spanish, scratching is making strokes in a messy way, making stripes or studs.  It is made on any surface and with a
pencil, a pen or a crayon.  In some countries it also means offending, disturbing or angering.  Grate, it's crumbling,
spraying, limeing.  It refers above all to the action of crumbling vegetables with a grallo or grater to make salads. 

rayenari
It means sun.  North Tarahumara .  Shining star or luminous star.  It is another way of calling the Tarahumara or
Rarámuri people.  Companion of Metzaka (The Moon). 

rayga
In Santiago de Chile is a company dedicated to the supply and maintenance of machinery and equipment for recycling.

rayo
It is an electrical weather phenomenon.  Luminosity that precedes Thunder.   CENTELLA, spark, glare, lampo, lightning.

rayones
Plural rayon .  In Colombia it means brand made with stripes.  Stripes, lines, or strokes in disarray.  Tachones.  Stripes
or large lines.

rayó
It's a scratch inflection.  It means making messy strokes, making stripes. 

rayón
Strong stroke made on a piece of paper.  I'm tangled.  It is the name given to the first synthetic natural fiber.  Cellulose
Acetate which was also called viscose.  Rayón is the name of several municipalities and municipalities of Mexico (States
of Chapas, Mexico, Michoacán, San Luis de Potosí and Sonora).  It is also a surname of Spanish origin.  Last name of a
Spanish journalist, historian and writer named Fernando Rayón Valpuesta.



rayúo
On the Colombian Atlantic Coast means striped, striped.  It has several stripes of different colors. 

raza
Divisions arising in biology within the same species, according special phenotypic affinities or features ( size, shape,
color of skin, production, origin, etc ) which are mostly transmitted by heredity.  Classes, caste, lineage.

razgo
The correct term is.  It is an inflection of tear.  It means tearing, splitting, hender, open, break.  As noun, feature means
trace, mark, line, stripe or also quality, character, attribute, property, distinctive.  Face, face.

razia
To say surprise assault and collective.  It is a word of French origin and means RAID.  Whipped assault, RAID.

razocicinio
razocicinio is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Reason" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is
reasoning. Means reason intelligence, thought, understanding, logic, judgment, reasoning deduction, reflection.

razocinio
The correct term is reasoning. It means reason, intelligence, thought, understanding, logic, judgment, deduction,
reflection.

razón
Human mental capacity, ability to understand or interpret things.  It means reasoning, intelligence, judgment,
understanding.  In Colombia it also means message, announcement, commission, communication, entrust, note,
missive, esquela, letter, reason, cause.

rá
It is more indicated Ra , without tilde .  Sun God of the Egyptians.  God of the origin of life in Egyptian Mythology. 

rábano chino
It is also called Japanese horse, white horse or daikon.  It is a small plant with edible roots.  Its scientific name is
Raphanus sativus and belongs to the family Brassicaceae. 

rábiles
Plural of rabil or rábil .  It is a way of calling light tuna, albacore tuna or yellowfin tuna.  Its scientific name is Thunnus
albacares and it belongs to the family Scombridae.  Reaches large size.  Name given to a radish salad that is prepared
in Japan.  Relative to the tail or tail. 

ráfaga
In Colombia it is a wave of wind strong and untimely.  Also called a sequence of shots with an automatic weapon,
especially a machine gun or an automatic pistol as well.  Faint, fleeting cloud.  Streak, wind, Gale, storm, whirlwind,
seguidilla.



ránula
In veterinary medicine it is the name given to a soft, fluid-filled tumor that forms under the tongue of horses and cattle. 
Carous tumor of cattle. 

ráspano
It is one of the common names given to blueberry and especially to wild blueberry or blueberry.  It is also often called
caramiña, obi, bilberry or murtil.  Its scientific name is Vaccinium myrtillus.  It belongs to the Ericaceae family. 

rcionalidad
The correct term is rationality. It means logic, consistency, reasonableness, good sense, justice, intelligence, humanity.

re mamado
In Colombia it means very tired, very exhausted.  to the verge of fainting, on the edge of forces.  It can also refer to
being very unhappy, annoying to the extreme or very annoyed with someone for their behavior.

reacia
You mean resisting, opposing, contrary.  Rebellious, Remiso, reluctant, stubborn, stubborn,

reacio
Means that it is not in agreement with something, which rejects it or who refuses to do so.  Stubborn, undisciplined,
cautious, rebellious, stubborn, contrary, opposite, reluctantly.

reactor
It means that it reacts.  It is a type of engine that works by expelling gases at high speed and high pressure.  Turbine,
plant, generator, engine.  Type of aircraft that uses this type of engine.  Nuclear power plant or installation. 

real
In Colombia you have other synonyms such as: positive, undeniable, cash, material, tangible, existing, solid, Royal,
imperial, dynastic, princely, palatial, noble.

real audiencia
It was a judicial organ established by the Crown of Castile in its different regions or viceroyalties.  They existed in Spain,
America and even in the Philippines.

realentizar los motores
slow Motors is incorrectly written and should be written as "Slow" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is slowing
down.  It means decrease your speed, slow down it, regulate it.

reales
It is the plural of Royal.  To say specifically, true, natural, real, real, Royal, imperial, monastic, material. tangible, solid
(and many other meanings).

realeza
You want to tell a King family group or set of families of the Kings of different parts.  They have the dignity of a King. 



They are related with Kings.

realiando
It means working hard to get the livelihood.  Working to get a coin (some real ones). 

realizando
It's an inflection to make.  Means to do, execute.  In Colombia it also means to promote, to lower, to finish.  Sell cheaper.

reaño
It means daring, boldness, courage, decision, courage, determination, momentum.  In South America it is a surname of
Spanish origin. In Spain it is a surname.

reasentamiento
Site that is chosen to settle or locate, either temporarily or permanently, large groups of displaced people or refugees.  It
is usually established by the authorities of the place of arrival or reception of migrants. 

reasfaltar
It is to apply a new layer of asphalt on a track.  Rekindle, repair. 

reasignar
It means changing your choice.  Assign again.  It is to replace a chosen one with a new one, due to imponderables. 

rebalse
In the Eastern Plains of Colombia means stagnation or water water, in the turn of a river or a car because of a sudden
increase.  Flooding, waterlogging, growing.

rebanada
It means fish market, slice, slice.  Thin portion of a solid food. 

rebatina
It means rushing things before others do.  Grab objects with haste among several.  Hurry up, eagerness.  Retroom or
re-debate .  

rebatiña
It means pick up things quickly rather than others to do so.  Grab objects with urgency among several.  Hurrying,
eagerness.

rebeca
It is a name of woman of Hebrew and Biblical origin.  It means lovely beauty woman.  Name of Isaac's wife ( Bible). 
Female of the rebeco.  It is a wild goat-like mammalian animal.  It is also called suede, sarrio, isard .  Its scientific name
is Rupicapra rupicapra and belongs to the family Bovidae ( Subfamily Caprinae ).

rebeco



It is one of the names that is suede.  It is the name of an animal of the family of antelopes.  It lives in flocks and very
rugged mountains.  Skin curated from the same animal, with which are made gloves and jackets.  Rupicabra, Antelope,
chamois, suede, sarria.  Its scientific name is Rupicapra rupicapra and belongs to the family Bovidae.

rebekah o rivka
They are two variants in Hebrew language of the female name Rebekah.  It means very beautiful woman, lovely beauty. 
Name of a biblical matriarch, who was the wife of Patriarch Isaac and was the mother of Esau and Jacob.

rebekka
Rebekka is incorrectly written and should be written as "Rebekka or Rebecca." being its meaning:<br>It is one of the
versions of the feminine name Rebecca.  It is of Hebrew origin and biblical.  It has other variants such as Rebecca,
Rebekah and Rivka.  Means very beautiful woman.  In the Bible, Isaac spouse and mother of Esau and Jacob.

rebelde
It means insurgent.  A person who does not obey or who does not accept authority or dominion.  Undomite, stubborn,
disobedient.  indocile.

rebelque mineros
mining rebelque is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Rebenque" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is
rebenque.  It refers to a short whip, whip, waistband or whip.  It is an element that is used to punish or fustigar to horses
in a race.

rebember
It is a word of the English language that means remember, remember, remember, remember, commemorate.

rebenque
Name given to a leather strap or whip that was used to punish slave rowers of galleys (galeotes).  Whip or leather strap
that is used to whip up beasts or cattle. 

reblandeciendo
It is inflection of soften. In Colombia means soften, soften, moderate. Soften, stir, excite.

reblujar
reblujar is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Rebrujar" as meaning:<br>The term is incorrect. The word is
rebrujar. It is a very Colombian word meaning rummage, squinting, pry, requisitioning, scavenging. It is used to denote
that they are inspected property or belongings of someone, but without your permission, in secret. Inspect on suspicion
of something. Beware.

rebolledo
It refers to the fact that the oak tree has many regrowths.  Full of rebollos (regrowths).  It is a Spanish surname of
Aragonese origin. 

rebollo
It is a Spanish surname of Aragonese origin.  Name given to the regrowth of the branches of the oak tree. 



rebombonar
In some regions of Colombia, it is called cylinder to a cylinder or bottle of gas.  Therefore rebombonar is to refill, fill or
load a cylinder with gas, tank. 

rebosaban
To say that they overflowed, that they were over the edges of the container that contains them, they were watered. It is
an inflection of overflowing. It means spilling, pouring.

rebosante
It means that it exceeds normal capacity, which spills, spreads or waters.  It overflows. 

rebotarse
In Colombia it is synonymous with rage, emberracarse, arrechar be, be very short-tempered.  It is also used to insinuate
a liquid is stirred in its container and begins to leak.  Leak under pressure.  Watered.

rebufo
It is the hot gas, product of the expansion of the air, after an explosion.  It means steam, hot gas, vapour that is
presented around the mouth of a revolver or other weapon, when the shot comes out.  Hot air wake coming out of the
engine's exhosto.

rebujito
It is the name of a homemade cocktail and typical of Andalusia, in Spain.  It is usually prepared with chamomile wine
and a lemon-flavored soda or soda.  You are added yerbabuena leaves.  Some also prepare it with fine wine, almost
always white.

rebujo
Paper wrapping .  Paper ball .  Wrapping or ball made in a desquent way of fibers or strips of fabric.  Endified fibers.  
Yota, ball, ball. 

rebullicio
It means bustle, shouting. 

rebullir
For the Colombian people murmur means intersperse, mix, combine, stir, shake a liquid, roll.

rebus sic stantibus
I adhere to defined by Furoya.  A translation of the Latin phrase can also be considered as "as long as things remain the
same".  In law there is the complete Latin phrase "pacta sunt servanda rebus sic stantibus" whose meaning is "pacts
must be fulfilled, as long as things remain so ( or equal to ).  This means that as long as the initial conditions of a
covenant or contract do not change, they will always have valid, everything must remain the same (intact), does not
deserve additions, changes or others and remain mandatory by the parties involved.

rebuscando
Inflection of scavenging. It means squinting, scrutinize, investigate, pry, search, explore, probe, examine. Colombia is
also working on anything to survive ( Usually is selling jewelry on 41st Street.



rebuscona
Person who is dedicated to the rummaging.  Living in the informal economy.  A person who performs various activities in
order to obtain their livelihood.

rebuscón
It means that it scrawls, scrutinizes, sniothes, investigates, explores or polls.  Also in Colombia in a colloquial way
person who practices the search to survive.  Who does any kind of work to get daily sustenance (usually selling trinkets,
sweets or just asking for money).

rebusque
It is an inflection of scavenging.  It means squinting, scrutinize, investigate, pry, probing, exploring.   In Colombia
informal economy.  Run any type of work in order to receive financial compensation.  Street sales to survive.  do any job
to survive.

rebutear
In computing it is the process of reloading the operating system of a computer.  Derived from the English term reboot .

rebú
In the Dominican Republic it means fight, brawl, brawl, lawsuit, discord. 

recabacion
fundraising is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Profiling" being its meaning:<br>Action and effect of
gathering. Getting a thing wanting with instances or appeals. Request or ask one thing to consider that they are entitled
to it.

recabación
It is the action or effect of collect, means get something desired by appeals. Application or request for one thing to
consider that they are entitled to it.

recado
In Colombia means message, reason, ad, custom, instructed, communication, task, note, letter, note, letter.  It also
means food thick, solid part of the soup or the sancocho, provision, Bastimentos, purchase, picadillo filling, market.

recalcitrante
It means that he reoffends, that he persists, obstinate, stubborn, stubborn, stubborn, reluctant. 

recapacitar
It means thinking, analyzing, reflecting, meditating, considering, reconsidering.  It also means repenting, amending,
correcting. 

recatón
In Colombia it is a herramienrta that is used to break or lift floors.  also used for digging or drilling very hard or rocky soil.
 Barreton.



recauchar
It means placing rubber patches on a rubber or tire.  Patching, reparing or re-channeling.  Cover a tire with a new layer
of rubber, by means of intense heat and addition of sulfur.  vulcanize. 

recazo
It is the name given to the back or part of the knife, opposite the edge. 

recámara
In Colombia it means piece, room, bedroom, bedroom.

recebia
It is not a word of Spanish, but Portuguese.  It is inflection of recever, which means receive.

recelosamente
Carrying something with suspicion, running with mistrust or fear.  With doubt or fear.

recencia
It refers to the most recent, what happened recently. In psychology is a way of explaining how our memory works and
demonstrates that we tend to remember more easily the most recent events or developments. Recent memory.

recental
It is one of the ways to call the breeding of the cow.  It is also called calf, calf, choto, jato, steer. 

receptor
It means the one who receives .  In the medium of radio communications, radio receiver, electronic apparatus by which
stations are tuned and radio signals are received.  In the game of baseball he is the pitcher's partner, who sits behind
the batter.  It is also called catcher or cácher. 

recetear
The correct term is reset, with s.  It is an anglicism (of reset) and mean delete what is established, go back to the original
format or factory.  Reset, reset.

recha
In Mexico it means rejected, relegated, discriminated, lonely.

rechaçadas
Rechacadas is not a word the Spanish language but Portuguese.  It means rejected resisted, repelled, rejected,
slighted, despised, rehusadas.

rechazado
It is a tipping of refuse.  It means to oppose, resist, repelling, deny, deny, discard, refuse, despise.  Not to accept.

rechazarán



It is a tipping of refuse.  You want to say oppose, resist, deny, despise, deny, refuse, snubbing.

rechazarían
It's a turning-up to reject.  It means opposing, repelling, despising, refusing.

rechimba
In Colombia it means very beautiful or wonderful, fantastic, exceptional.

rechinar
In Colombia it means squeaking, making shrill noise.  Sonar, make noise, due to friction or friction of two surfaces. 
Crackle, snap, ring, resonate, squeal, crunch. 

rechincar los dientes
It is an involuntary habit and usually occurs during sleep.  It is usually caused by stress.  Ranger teeth.  It is usually
called bricomania, briquismo or bruxismo.  It causes wear and tear of the denture. 

rechintola
Equivalent to whore or slut.

rechupete
It means very delicious, exquisite.  Of excellent seasoning.  A dish that you want to repeat.

recibian
The correct term is received, with tilde.  It's an inflection to receive.  It means catching, collecting, taking, hosting,
hosting, admitting, accepting.

recibidor
Who receives .  It also means portico, anteroom, entrance, reception.  Part of the house or building that is at the
entrance or entrance. 

recibo de pago
It means Bill, proof of payment.

recicladora
Machine that allows you to convert PET plastic for reuse it. Pelletizer, extruder, recuperadora.

recidiva
It means return, return, restart, relapse, or reappearance.  It is used to primarily indicate relapse in a disease, restart
symptoms.  Upsurge in illness or ailment.

reciente
It means it happened recently.  New, cool, current, modern.



recientes
Plural of recent.  It means it happened a short time ago.  New, fresh, current.

recienvenida
It means he arrived recently, he's just arrived. 

recinto
Enclosed space.  Space delimited by walls or walls.  Stay, local, area, ambient, Salo, classroom, bedroom, closet.

recio
It means thick, sturdy, strong, full of vigour.  It is the name of a river in the Department of Tolima in Colombia.  Type of
music of very loud singer.

recíproco
It means that it benefits parties alike, in the same proportion.  It means equitable, balanced, mutual, bilateral, correlative,
provided.

reclamona
A singing woman who makes many claims.  Person who claims too much, person who protests everything.  That claims
too much. 

reclasificación
It means reclassify.  Change a classification that already existed, by some variant or change in the rules.  Reclassify
action and effect, which means reclassify or sort .  Reorder. 

reclinatorio
It is a piece of furniture specially adapted in the church so the faithful can kneel.  Arrodilladero, hincadero.  Puffed table
to get fennel or rest.

reclusa
You mean arrested, imprisoned, imprisoned.  Woman who lacks freedom.  Woman who pays a sentence in jail.  It is
also the common name of a kind of venomous spider, which is also known as a violinist or corner spider.  Its scientific
name is Loxosceles reclusa and belongs to the family Sicariidae.  . 

recluso
Person incarselada .  It means detainee, person who is in prison paying a sentence.  Captive, prisoner, prisoner,
convicted, convicted, galeote.  Hostage. 

reclusos
People who are deprived of liberty.  People who are in prison charged with a crime.  Detainees, prisoners, prisoners,
captives, prisoners, prisoners, convicts, convicts.

recluta
It's a recruiting inflection.  It means hooking, enlisting, enlisting.  It is synonymous with soldier, enlisted, conscripted,



novice, military.  Military, private.

recoba
It is a surname of Spanish origin (Castile).  Surname of a former Uruguayan footballer, named Álvaro Alexánder Recoba
Rivero.  He was nicknamed El Chino. 

recobroó
recobroo is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Recovered" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is
regained. It is an inflection of recovering. It means get, have, reconquer, rescue, restore, repair, compensate,
repurchase, improve, heal.

recocha
In Colombia is synonym of joke, joke, joke, joke, joke.  Also is a casual game of football, made 40 open field; potrero ). 
Revelry or party organised on an informal basis and without planning.  Impromptu party.  Jumble, noise, entanglement. 
Informal, is not serious, crazy.

recodo
It is synonym of meander, a haven.  Area of a river where it accumulates sediment loss of speed.  Ford, sinuosity,
oozes, hoya.

recodos
It means curves, deviations.  Plural of recodo .  It's synonymous with meander, backing up.  Area of a river where it
accumulates sediments by losing speed.  Sinuousness, ford, today, overflowing, curve. 

recompensas
It may be turning reward or be the plural of reward and mean Prize, reward, reward.  Reward is rewarding, repay,
compensate, reward.

reconceptualizar
It means change, improve, or update the concepts that have.  Modernize, advance.

reconfigurar
In Colombia it is used to denote change the configuration of some presentation, or changing the order of the figures or
images.  Alter the presentation of screen image well be mobile or computer.

reconfirmar
It means ratify, confirm, corroborate, validate, certify, affirm, reaffirm, approve.

recopilard
recopilard is incorrectly written, and should be written as 'Collect' being its meaning:<br>The correct term is to collect. It
means select, extract, collect, compile, gather, collect, summarize, summarize.

recortadas
Mean cut, that you cut off one end or both to make it shorter.  It means shortened, that ends, pruned, severed,



truncated, removed you mowed.  That you shorten in length.

recortes
Shreds or fabric scraps that remain after the cuts.  Waste remaining after a cut on anything (meat, bread, cloth, metal,
paper, etc.  )  .   Old method of animation.

recostador
In Colombia, a person who wants to live at the expense of others and who does not bear his own expenses is called a
resustor.  Canalero, dripper. 

recova
It is a public place where chickens, eggs and the like are sold.  Poultry.  Purchase of birds and eggs. 

recoveco
Road or trail full of windings, twists and turns.  In Colombia it means bend, labyrinth, hideout, lap, deviation, corner,
rodeo, trickery, evasive.

recóndito
Place very reserved or hidden.  Means hidden, hidden, quiet, arcane, enigma.

recreacionista
person whose activity is recreation.  A person who manages or directs the recreation of others.

recrearse
You want to say leisure, spreading, fun, entertain, relax, play.

recriminado
It is an inflection of reprimand.  It means claim, accuse, blame, censure, reproach, rebuke.

rectitud
Quality of the human being that manifests itself in doing everything correctly, as set out in the rules of the society. 
Straight.  Entirety, rigid, severe, firm, probidez, fairness and equity.

recto
It means it always goes in the same direction or direction.  Moving straight and not deviating.  Don't let it happen.  No
curves or twists.  Correct, complete, fair, impartial, severe, firm, direct, flat, smooth.  In Anatomy, it is the name of the
final part of the large intestine, before the sphincter of the anus.

rectorragia
It is the medical term for denoting the presence of red blood output through the rectum.  Causes may include colon
cancer, colitis or ulcers.  It usually occurs from bleeding in the colon or rectum.  It can be a consequence of hemorrhoids
and usually occurs in the elderly.  It is also often called proctorrhgia.



rectos
Plural of rectum .  It means they always go in the same direction or direction.  They move forward straight ahead and
without straying.  Don't twist them.  No curves or twists.  Correct, honest, fair, impartial, severe, firm, direct, flat, smooth. 
In Anatomy, it is the name of the final part of the large intestine, before the anus sphincter. 

recua
In Colombia is a group of animals, usually horses or mules for load group.  A group of beasts carrying the carrier. 
Arrieraje, horses, unattended.

recuérdame
It's a turning-up to remember.  It means remembering, remembering, longing, reviving.  Name of a ballad by Camilo
Sesto and a bolero played by the Martinez Gil Brothers.

recula
It is an inflection of recoil.  It means backward, reverse, pull back.

reculando
It is an inflection of recoil. Means backward, retire, retract, relent, ceder, waver, patrasearse ( Colombianismo )

recular
Means backward, retire, retract, relent, ceder, waver, patrasearse (Colombianismo).

recuperabilidad
It's the quality of being able to recover.  Degree of recovery greater or lesser from a patient or patient. 

recurrente
To say that he is repeated several times and in the same conditions.  It means that you repeated, repetitive, persistent,
insistent, repeated.

recurse
It is an inflection of recourse. It means use, use, use, please of, appeal, claim, beg, benefit, pretend, litigate, plead, fight,
give up, repeat, reappear.

recursivo
It means person who has the ability to quickly seek solution to problems.  It takes advantage of the resources you have
at your disposal.  It can also mean that it can be repeated and applied multiple times. 

recursos didacticos
educational resources is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Educational resources" being its
meaning:<br>Teaching resources, are those materials or tools that have utility in an educational process. Making use of
an educational resource, an educator can teach a certain subject students. Teaching resources are those teaching or
educational materials that serve as mediators for the development and enrichment of the student, favoring the process
of teaching and learning and facilitating the interpretation of what the teacher has to teach.



recurvirostra
It means with the beak curved backwards.  It is the name of a genus of birds belonging to the family Recurvirostridae. 
They are known as storks or avocetas.

red devil
These are two English terms meaning Red Devil.  It is the name of a product that is used to uncover pipes, usually
composed of caustic soda.  It's a registered trademark of a chili sauce.  Very spicy sauce. 

red flag
They are two words of the English language that mean red flag and indicate danger.  It is used on beaches with a heavy
swell or in accidents in motorsport races or motorbikes. 

redada
It means what is contained on a network, which fits or fills a network when it is launched.  Full or full network.  In police
or military operations is to catch or stop in an immersive and unique action, a group of people considered suspicious.

redamarse
It is a way of saying you spilled. Mean spread, spread, odds are.

redar
It means throwing the fishing net.  Tarrayar or atarrayar . 

redaya
It is a type of mesh or net that is used to catch fish.  Fishing net.  Nasa, rigging, traina, almadraba, jabega, atarraya.

redebut
Premiere of a second season.  Restreno.  First performance in a second season either from a film or a play or musical. 

redecuo
I think is that the correct term is readecuo.  It is an inflection of retool.  Means adjust, accommodate, condition, arrange,
organize.

redentor
It is one of the names by which Jesus Christ is known.  Who redeems, emancipates or liberates.  Savior, emancipator,
liberator, Christ. 

redes
Network Plural .  Name given to fishing tackle.  Mesh or fabric of threads or wires .  Name given to forms of mass and
high-tech communication.  It is synonymous with string or internet.  It can also mean ardidory or deception.  Networks
are also said to utility or power distribution pipes.  Surname of a Paraguayan football player from Club Guaraní.  Its full
name is Rodney Redes and it is 20 years old .

redén
Inflection of redar, which means throwing or casting the nets. 



redhead
It means red-headed Vulture, reddish hair.  Colloquially fosforito, red-haired, bermejo, taheno, Irish.

redhead
It is a word in English which means red-headed Vulture, red hair (and colloquially fosforito).  In Peru is a surname. 
Surname of the observer which Japan has in Peru, the Fujimori trial.  Roberto Miguel Redhead Bustamante is called.

redil
Enclosed place where cattle are kept at night.  Corral, aprisco, majada, lockdown.  It is also used as a synonym for herd,
parishion.

redimida
It is an inflection of redeem.  It means save, rescue, release, waive, release, forgive, exonerate, recover.

redimiendo
Turning to redeem. It is synonymous with rescue, save, release, relieve, licensing, exonerate. In Colombia, it means
also charge, change, pay off a debt or a commitment. Redemption.

redireccionar
It means changing the direction, correct the heading.  Figuratively, to change strategy.

redirijo
In Colombia is used to denote a change of direction, correction in the course which was carried.  Change of route. 
Change in the outlines that govern a company.  Change direction of approach, use another way.

redoble
Action or effect of redoubling.  It means playing or groping the drum with the chopsticks.  Mother-of-pearl .  Increase the
effort or multiply by two. 

redoblo
It is an inflection of redouble. It means playing the drum with sticks firmly, alive and sustained. Occurs when the touch
quickly sticks.

redoma
In the laboratories of chemistry is a flared glass container.  Blister, carafe, flask, flask.  In Venezuela it is via circular
flow, which conclude several ways.  It is a synonym of roundabout, roundabout and also of kiosk, caney, Pavilion.

redonda
It means it's wheel-shaped, circular, annular.  It is also synonymous with spherical, ball, ball.  Closed curved line.  As an
adjective, it can also mean clear, complete, round, perfect.

redován
Redován is the name of a Spanish municipality located in the South of Alicante. It belongs to the region of Valencia.



redrada
It is an inflection of redrar.  It means clean up, strengthen, or ensure the repair of damage compensation.  Healthy,
anchored, secured.

redrojos
In Colombia are said to redrojos pigs too skinny or weaklings.  Bony, skinny, matter, birrias, encuchimizados.

reductivismo
reductionism is incorrectly written and should be written as "reductionism, reductionism" being its meaning:<br>I think
that they wanted to say reductionism, though you could use reductionism, as reductive materialism is the philosophical
current. Reductionism is the philosophical approach according to which the reduction is necessary and sufficient to solve
various problems of knowledge. Since the reduction, an epistemic operation, you can practice on different objects, the
reductionist strategy constitutes, in fact, a set of gnoseológicas, methodological and ontological thesis about the
relationship between different ideas or scientific fields.

reductivo
It means that it reduces .  Relating to reduction .  That diminishes or dwarfs.  What a decrease.  Which can reduce or
diminish .  A process that is performed to reduce or diminish something. 

reducto
It is a small space where something is preserved or protected.  It may refer to customs, traditions or ideas that tend to
disappear or become disused.  It may also refer to a shelter of endangered or very rare animals.  Shelter, sanctuary. 
Group of people with very traditional or conservative ideas.  Military construction or construction to defend yourself. 

reduvio
In Entomology it is one of the common names of insects in the family Reduviidae.  It is the Spanishization of the term
reduvius, which means by flange.  They are also known as killer bed bugs, vinchucas or apothecaries.  They belong to
the genus Reduvius .  It means with rim or ledges on the edge.  Most are hematophageal and are vectors of dangerous
tropical diseases.

reejecucion
In accounting and auditing is an execution carried out by the Auditor, as part of the Internal Control of the entity. 
Expenses resulting from activities of Internal Control.

reeleyendo
reeleyendo is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Re-reading" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is
rereading. It means going back to read. Rereading is a turning point of re-reading.

reencariñar
Return to provide affection, Feel affection again.  Become fond again. 

reentrenar
It means training again, retraining.  Carry out a new stage of training in something, in order to reaffirm knowledge and
skills.  Practice. 



refajo
In Colombia it is a refreshing drink that is obtained by mixing beer, sweet soda and lemon drops.  Also sometimes
brandy is added.  It is used a lot to cure the hangover or guava or also as a companion in meals with many frying. 
Name of a garment worn by women on top of the petticoat. 

refácil
In Colombia it means too easy, too easy. 

referato
It means regarding arbitration.  Set of judges or referees of some sporting discipline (derived from the English word). 
Also in the academy is the process of reviewing and evaluating the works that will be presented in publications or
scientific journals. 

referenciado
It is a turning point of reference.  It means having as sample or example, that you have to watch or follow.  It means
relating, correlate, relate, narrate, approximate, compare.  It also means example, model, sample, objective look.

referidor
You are the person issuing a referral or recommendation about someone.  Person suggesting that someone should be
accepted or cared for. 

referidos
It means suggested, recommended.  That have been referenced or recommended to others. 

referil
It means relative to the referendum.  Related to arbitration or the activity of arbitrators or judges. 

referirse
It may be a turning point of reference.  It means action or effect of relate, narrate, count, explain, teach, explain, expose,
link, relate, link, bind, connect, detail.  Referencing.

referí
It is an Anglicism and means judge, arbitrator, the one who imparts justice.

refinado
It means pure, clean, neat, clean, delicate, precious.  It can also mean cult, distinguished, fine, polished, elegant. 
Inflection to refine, which means purify, debug.  Clean.

reflectir
It is a word of the Catalan language which means reflect, reflect and bounce.  Also, of the language Portuguese, which
means reflect, ruminate, examine.

reflectiva
It means that it reflects light. That it bounces.



reflectivos
It means they reflect the light.  Materials that have the quality of reflecting light, in low luminosity conditions.  It is a class
of warnings that are made with materials of a special technology called retroreflection, which allows to perceive its
contents when there is low luminosity.  They are materials that glow in the dark when they have contact with light. 
Reflective Plural .

reflejarse
It means manifest, reveal, show, evidence.  See or displayed on a shiny surface or on a mirror.  Reflect, glow, flashing.

refletivo
The correct term is reflective, with C.  It means it causes or emits reflections.  It means that it reflects, that it causes in
the bounce or to return some kind of radiation.

reflexología
They are a series of specific massages by applying pressure on hands or feet and that aim to relax.   It serves to cure
stress. 

reforestador
He is the person who planted trees where a forest was once cut down.  It recovers the forested cover of a land by
planting trees.  Reforestar is to plant trees where a forest once existed.

refractario
It means a person who does not fulfill his duties or obligations.  Who does not keep his promises or commitments.  That
opposes idea, that does not change ideas or customs.  Persistent, rebellious, tenacious, stubborn.  That it is resistant to
the action of fire or heat and that it does not change its shape. 

refracte
It is a word derived from refract. Means to change the direction of a ray of light when it affects or falls obliquely and
passes from one medium to another of different density. Deviation of the light as it passes through layers of different
densities. Refraction.

refrán
It is a popular type of maxim, which with simple words has a high content.  That said, adage, proverb, judgment.  Phrase
that teaches a lot.

refregarse
It is the action of rubbing some part of the body with insistence.  Rubbing, washing, cleaned, scrubbed, scrubbing,
rubbing it, scraping, polishing, massage.

refrenar
It is the action of restraining someone something that is furious.  Calm down, stop, hold, stop, suppress, moderate.

refriega
It is an inflection of scrubbing.  In Colombia it means scrubbing, cleaning, sanding, filing, scrub, scrub.  It is also
synonymous with rina, fight, fight, Brawl.



refugir
refugir is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Shun" being its meaning:<br>This word is not in the Spanish
language. It is the Portuguese language and means shy away from.

refulgente
It means that it sparkles, shines, cause a glare.  Radiant, bright, shining, brilliant, notorious, gladly.

refulgir
It means light, shine.  Relumbrar, look, fulgurar, shine, Flash, light, light.

refundir
In Colombia it means losing one thing among others because of the disorder.  It also means straying, forgetting,
confusing.  It is an anonymity to find, to find, to discover.

refunfuñar
In Colombia it means protesting, disobeying, rezoning, resisting to obey, to rebel.  It means protesting between teeth,
mumbling, whispering, rumoring, snarling, squaring.  Do something with displeasure, protesting, strolling. 

refunfuño
It means protest, murmur, rumor, whisper, growl, grumbling.  Action or effect of grumbing .  It means mumbling,
protesting between teeth, mumbling, whispering, rumoring, grunting, grumbling.  Something that is done with
displeasure, protesting, grumbing. 

refunfuñón
Person who grumbles.  person who demonstrates his anger with snorts and emitting grunts or noises.  Resongon,
grumpy, masculon, masculinator, buffoon.

refusilar
It means flashing or very followed Ray glares.  Blink, Flash, relumbrar.  Electrical storm.

regados
It means scattered, separated, scattered, scattered.  It can also mean wet, sprayed, wet.  Watering inflection which
means spraying, wetting, moistening, separating, spreading, scattering.  In Colombia watered, it also means far behind,
of last in a competition, coleros. 

regaliz
It is one of the common names of a tree that is also known as liquorice, orosus, paloduz, liquorice.  It is one of the
seasonings for very old use.  Its scientific name is Glycyrrhiza glabra and belongs to the fabaceae family.  

regañado
It is an inflection of scolding.  In Colombia it is to make a claim with included speech, give refrain, rebuke, chide,
admonish, criticize, decry, lecturing, upbraid, fight.

regar



It means scattering, spreading, spilling, scattering, splashing.  It can also mean spraying, moistening, wetting, soaking,
irrigating, impregnating. 

regate
It means deception, despising, fint, drible, amago or amague.  It is a play in various sports where a player who advances
or attacks, manages to deceive and dodge his opponent. 

regenerarse
It is the recovery of a healthy and stable state, after having suffered from the evil influence of drugs or alcohol.  It is to
eliminate all kinds of habits or vices that are harmful to the body and health.  Rehabilitated, restore, recover, amend,
correct, claim, overcome.

reggaetonero
In Spanish, it is more suitable reguetonero.  Singer who is dedicated to performing or composing regueton. 

regimiento
It means battalion, military garrison.  Army, troop, militia.  A group of people or animals that together cause an uproar
and get ready to perform a common activity.  Military unit under the command of a commander or colonel. 

regina
Regina is a name of Latin origin woman and means Queen.

regio
It stands out for its high quality.  Relating to the king, queen or royalty.  In Colombia it means magnificent, excellent,
sumptuous.  Big, real. 

region política
political region is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Region policy" being its meaning:<br>In Colombia Region
policy is the same as Electoral District. It is the region in which you can vote for a particular candidate or group of
candidates. Geographic area that limits the concentration of the electorate. Political Division for voting.

regir
It means to command, to give orders, to govern, to direct, to exercise authority or the gift of command.  Drive. 

reglero
It is a surname of Spanish origin.  Famous brand of biscuits of Zamora, Spain.

regocijaron
It is an inflection of rejoice. It means rejoice, rejoice, they were filled with joy, joy, joy, joy, enthusiasm.

regocijo
It means immense joy.  Fuss, joy, joy, joy, animation, jolgorio, party, celebration.



regodeón
In Colombia, gloating or gloating is used.  It means you claim for everything and you don't settle in any way.  Person
who gloats a lot.  Non-conforming, disgruntled.  Very difficult person to please or please.  It may also mean that you
delight, please or rejoice in other people's evil.  The word is derived from gaudium in Latin which means joy, joy,
rejoicing.

regoldar
It is the action of burping.  Which means regurgitation, burping, releasing or emitting gas product of poor digestion or
fullness through the mouth. 

regoldo
It is a way of calling the common beech ( Fagus sylvatica-Family Fagaceae ) or wild chestnut ( Castanea sativa-Family
Fagaceae ).  It also means belching.

regordete
It means plump, fleshy, fat, thick, stubby.

regret xit
It is a term that was invented, to determine those supporters of the Brexit, who want to opt out of having voted in favour
in England.  Return, reverse or withdraw from the Brexit.

regrupar
The correct term is regrouping.  It means gathering, return to form a single group.

regueldo
The correct term is regüeldo.  It means belching, burping action.  Regurgitation, regurgitation. 

reguetonera
Person or woman who likes reggaeton .  Relative to that musical genre. 

regular
It means that it does not change, that does not vary.

regulatorio
It means establishing standards or rules governing certain behavior.  It means regulated, legislated, ordered, prescribed,
estatuido, legal, regulated, regulated, normatizado.

regüeldo
It means belching, burping action.  Regurgitation, regurgitation.   Action or effect of regoldar . 

rehén
Person who is held against his will, in order to blackmail, make demand or kidnap her.  Prisoner, withheld, abducted,
kidnapped, garment, bond, guarantee.



rehidratación
It means hydrating again, rehydrizing.  It is a process by which it is intended to recover the water lost during a prolonged
exercise and that requires hydration from time to time. 

rehilete
It means garapulo, dart, arrow, banderilla, skewer, skewer.  A small arrow or dart thrown at a target or bullseye.  Sharp
element used in bullfighting, banderilla. 

rehusar
It means not accepting, not wanting or not wanting something.  Reject something.  Evade, decline, avoid, shun,
repudiate, deny. 

rehusarse
Refusing to do or execute anything.  Evade, decline, shun, avoid. 

reiki
It's a Word in Japanese.  It is a type of therapy invebnated by the Japanese Mikao Usui and basicmnete consists of the
imposition of hands.  It's also called a therapeutic touch. 

reimpulsar
It means pushing again.  Help someone or something to get them back on impulse.  Promote, promote.  Help someone
or something to pick up the momentum they were carrying and was losing. 

reina
King's Consort.  Woman who rules in a kingdom or monarchy.  Sovereign, ruler.  In Colombia, pretty woman.  Inflection
to reign, which means to rule, to command.  In Colombia Reina, it is a surname of Spanish origin and the name of a bird.
 Name of a Spanish municipality in the Province of Badajoz .

reincidencia
It means repetition of a misdemeanor or crime.  Committing a fault or crime on more than one occasion. 

reincidente
It means that it reoffends.  Who recommits the same offense or the same crime.  That repeats in a mistake or crime. 
Undisciplined, protervo, contumaz. 

reincorporado
It means returns to be coupled to the Corporation or entity after a short time out. Reenganchado, reinstated.

reinfección
It means new infection, re-infecting an infectious disease. 

reino monera
Kingdom monera is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Mónera" being its meaning:<br>It is defined as the
Kingdom of microscopic organisms that inhabit all environments and that are composed of a single cell without defined



nucleus, also called Prokaryote. Hardly used today. Includes Archaea and bacteria.

reinscripciones
It is a term used to denote that it will make a new batch ( new period ) registration or that those who had registered
should do so again.

reintroducir
You want to re-enter , re-enter . 

reinwardtoena
It means Reinwardt pigeon.  Pigeon dedicated to Caspar Georg Carl Reinwardt a Prussian-Dutch naturalist (German).  It
is the name of a genus of birds in the family Columbidae ( pigeons).  They are only found in Melanesia.

reinyectar
It means re-injecting, pressing a liquid back into a confined space, using a cannula, needle, or pipe.  Practice used in the
oil industry to return training water to its place of origin.  It is used when there is water with excessive salinity and cannot
be poured.  In Colombia permission is required to do this practice. 

reirse
It means mocking, sneering.

reitingerita
In Mineralogy is the name of a mineral of the group of oxides.  It is better known as Baddeleyita.  It was discovered in Sri
Lanka (formerly Ceylon) by Joseph Baddeley.

reírse
Mock, Jeer.

reírse de alguien
It means mocking, mocking.  Humiliate. 

reja
It means lattice, fence, fence, wire fence, cancels.  In Colombia it is a type of metal enclosed, metal fence that encloses
a property.  In Colombia it is also a type of metal door that is closed vertically by winding system.  

rejalgar
It's the name of a mineral.  Corresponds to an Arsenic sulfide, It is intense red and earthy and opaque appearance.  Its
chemical formula is AsS. 

rejalgar
It is the name of a mineral.  It corresponds to an arsenic sulfide, It is of intense red color and of earthy and opaque
appearance.  Its chemical formula is AsS.  The word is of Arabic origin and means "dust from the cave".  



rejchisa
It is the name of a group of plants of the genus Tillandsia.  They belong to the Bromeliaceae family.  Almost all are
parasitic (epiphytes).  They are also called blue plants.

rejencia
The correct term is regency, with g .  It means that you are under the command or direction of something or someone
(may refer to a monarch, king or starsign).  It means mandate, leadership, government, guidance, direction.  Type of
political subdivision in Indonesian provinces.  Name of a French art style.  Name of an English period that lasted a
decade between 1811 and 1820, characterized by the government of a prince (George IV) in the face of the incapacity
of King George III.  Own architecture of that era.

rejo
Colombia is a strip, ribbon or rope made of leather from beef and which is used in livestock.  Long leather cord for tying
the bulls.  It also means old, wrinkled.

rejuda
It means rough, hard skin.  Hard-skinned as a sme.  Very dry and stiff skin, dehydrated skin, dry skin uncured.  In
Colombia it is also said to rejuda meat that it has a lot of nerve or is very hard. 

rekin
It is not a word in the Spanish language.  Rekin is a term of the Basque language.  Means.

relajar
It means to relax, loosen, release, lax, relax.  It also means to reassure, calm, soften, mitigate, attenuate. 

relajarse
It means dedicating oneself to rest and comfort.  Relax, relax, calm down, calm down.  Rest. 

relajo
In Colombia it is synonymous with recocha, joke, joke, joke, joke.  It is also a game or informal dance.  Revelry or party
organised on an informal basis and without planning.  Impromptu party.  Jumble, recocha, stir, tangle.  Informal, is not
serious, crazy.

relapso
It means falling again or failing again.  Reoffending, re-committing a sin, crime or mistake. 

relauce
It is a term used in Chile, which is equivalent to what in Colombia is Pyrope.  It means praise, flattery, flower, gallantry,
compliment, flattery, praise.  Short phrase and caring that is said to another person to enhance their abilities, qualities
and skills.

relegamiento
It is the action or effect of relegating.  It means reject, defer, move, depart, cornering, repudiate, ignore, disregard,
ignore.  Discrimination.



relevé
Inflection to relieve .  It means taking someone else's job.  Replace , supply , replace .

relicario
Box, jeweler, container where relics, jewelry or valuables are stored.   Box or case to save relics.

relinchar
Make a horse sounds.  Voice of the horse.  Produce neighing.  Colloquially say things inconsistent or uncoordinated.

relinchos
Plural de relincho .  Call or voice of the horse.

relingas
They are the strings of the sinkers, strings that are used to make candles.  Cabos.

reliquia
Vestige remaining of a culture, an ancient village or a bygone era, also is any article, object or physical memory, that
belonged to someone who is revered or is considered a Saint.  Track, trace, rest, signal, souvenir, antique, antique,
Mummy, geezer.

rellano
A ladder stand.  Step which has a horizontal part flat, greater extension than the other steps.  Part or fringe flat in the
middle of a slope.  Terrace.  terraceta.

rellena
In Colombia is a sausage made with rice, peas and pig's blood.  We colloquially say black tubing.  You want to say the
Word as such, very it filled, crammed, flush surface.  It is also a synonym for fat, obese.

relleneras
In Colombia women who prepare or sell fillings or sausages.  Sausages.  You can also say fill or better fill ups, to wide
funnels that facilitate the filling of sausages.  Relative to fillings or sausages.

relleno
Materials that are used to fill, quilting, wallbox.  A player who generates high expectations and does not come out with
nothing.  Sausage.  That are used to complete a team but it adds nothing.  Quilted, inlay.  Where are arranged and will
strengthen wastes ( Filling health ).

reluctante
It means he resists or opposes.  Contrary.  Rebellious, Remiso, reluctant, stubborn, stubborn,

relujar
It can mean polishing, shining, mopping, polishing, greasing, waxing, embellishing (referring to footwear or a metallic
surface).  It can also mean makeup, grooming, grooming, retouching, beautifying, painting.  Action to paint your face or
make up.



remachar
It means placing or installing rivets.  Reinforce the security of something by installing rivets.  Crush the head of a nail
until it is inserted to the bottom.  In Colombia it means strengthening, reiterating, shoring up, strengthening, invigorating,
strengthening, consolidating.  It is used to designate something that makes a certain situation worse. 

remake
It's the modern version of an old movie where actors change but not the script. 

remamado
In Colombia means tired, exhausted, annoyed.  That has exceeded the limits of tolerance.

remanencia
It means that it is as residue, scrap, scrap, scraps, waste, slag, remains, excesses, remaining.  In physics is the ability of
a material, usually metal stay magnetized.  Capacity of magnetization of a material.

remanentes
It can be considered a balance, surplus of merchandise or surplus resources or income in a financial transaction.

remango
It is an inflection of constricting.  It means get or gather the sleeves of a shirt to be able to work more freely.

remansar
It means to calm, calm, quiet (It refers to a meander or bend of a river.  Sector of a river where the water loses a lot of
speed.  Ford, hole, backwater) .  Tranquility, calm, slowness, plight, phlegm, parsimony. 

remanso
It makes reference to a bend or bend in a river.  Sector of a river where the water loses much speed.  Ford, hoya, slow. 
Quiet, calm, slow, sluggishness, phlegm, parsimony.

rematadores
Finisher plural .  It may refer to athletes (cyclists, athletes) who are characterized by acquiring higher speed in the final
meters of a competition (finish, sprint).  Packers, esprinters.  In football, striker who keeps close to the area to take
advantage of goalkeeper failures or rebounds on the poles.  He kicks frequently, bouncer, egg.

remate
In Colombia it means bargain, sales opportunity, sales.  It is also the same as sprint, decision on a package to speed.

remedadosre
remedadosre is incorrectly written, and should be written as shadow is.  being its meaning: the correct term is shadow,
or an inflection of this same action.  .  It is a word used in Colombia to denote mockery, mockery, emulation, imitation,
parody, copy, fiction, infringement.  Shadow is also repeat with mockery and fool stop you just tell a person.

remediar sanar
action improve, cure, replace, restore, recover, heal, relieve a patient or patient.



remedio
It is a drug or substance that is used to cure some evil or disease.  Medicine, cure, antidote, potion.  Inflection of remedy
that means to cure, solve, correct. 

remenso
It is a way of doubling the insult, magnify or overstate the quality of least, gross.  Rebruto.

remera
Woman who practices the sport of rowing.  In Argentina, it means t-shirt, flannel, shirt without pockets. 

remero
Slave or person in charge of operating a boat oar.  Athlete who practices the sport of rowing.  Feather class of the wings
of a bird, which are the largest feathers. 

remiendos
Patches, highlights.  They can be arrangements on a deteriorated wall (reseed or plugged with gaps) or pieces of fabric
that are left over in order to plug a gap.   Fabrics with strands of thread to plug a hole or fix a tear. 

remigio
Remigio is incorrectly written and it should be written as "40 Remigio; is proper name )" being its meaning:<br>It is a
name of Latin origin male and means excellent rower.

remilgo
It's a gesture that demonstrates many unscrupulous or very sensitive.  Self-righteousness, kitsch, squeamishly,
fussiness, mannerisms, delicacy, scruple, folly.

remilitarización
It is the action by which the army or military is taken back to a place where it was previously guarded and had been
temporarily withdrawn for some reason. 

reminiscencia
It is a memory or evocation of something past and pleasant.  It means memory, memory, remembrance, longing,
evocation, review.  In art and literature, work very similar or that brings back memories of another former author.

reminiscencias
It means evocations, memories, longings.  Plural of reminiscence .  Name of a song performed by Julio Jaramillo. 
Nostalgia for events that occurred in the past. 

remiso
In Colombia is the young man who, being suitable for military service, not present at the time of recruitment.  It is also
synonymous with loose, funky.  Person having normal physical faculties, does not work or tasks.

remix
It means remixed or remixed, mixed several times.  It is the name given to a piece of music that has been partially



altered with the authorization of its composers or authors, in order to make a new version improved or updated. 

remiz
It means drawn, colored, colorful.  It looks drawn.  It is the name of a genus of very small and colorful birds belonging to
the family Remizidae.  They are known as moscones and are only found in Eurasia.

remojé
It's a soaking inflection.  It means to moisten, wet, saturate with water one thing.  Soothe, water.

remojón
Bath or shower very fast.  Augmentative of soaking.  In Spain, especially in Granada is a type of dessert or sweet.  The
most common is the orange soak.  The soak is a sweet of Arab origin.

remolacho
In Colombia it is a way to call a redhead with pale skin.  Also to a person with very red cheeks.

remole
Brand of an Italian fruity wine, produced in the Tuscany region.  Name of an Italian Villa from which this wine comes,
with 700 years of tradition.

remolon
The correct term is remolón, with tilde.  It means he resists or opposes.  Contrary.  Rebellious, Remiso, reluctant,
stubborn, stubborn.  That makes you beg to do something.

remolón
It means lazy, acting with desidia.  Unhooked.  It is also the name given to the tusk that protrudes in some animals such
as wild boar.  Tip or crown of a tooth or tooth. 

remondillar
It means scratched, lacerate is superficially injured skin.  Desgarrase, escararse.  Peel, becoming hairless, scrapes,
abrasions.

remontadora
It is a machine that uses a shoemaker to sew or repair the soles of the shoes. 

remoquetes
Plural soaking .  It means aliases, pseudonyms, nicknames, nicknames. 

removedor
In Colombia it is an aromatic cosmetic product that women use to remove nail polish. 

rempujar
In Colombia it means pushing, get shoved, straining against something to try to move it or move it, arrempujar.  Either



push or rempujar or arrempujar are in common use in Colombia, but the last two are considered vulgarisms, so it is
more accepted and used to push.

remu
" Remu'h " It is a way to very colloquial and humorous of a Colombian to refer to their pay, his salary, his salary, mostly
when it is very modest. Means compensation, but as it is so little, almost does not breath nor to say the word full. Jornal.

remuda
It can mean large oars, referring to a beast that is strong and has muscular legs.  Herd of tame horses.  Beast of burden.

rena
It is a woman's name of Greek origin and means peaceful, who loves peace.  Female variants are Irina, Irene, Rena,
Rina (Meaning they love Peace).  male variant Irenaeus.  Name of beauty product for straightening hair.  Name given to
very branched antler deer.  Reindeer female .  It is also reinnate inflection, which means grinding, macerating, crushing,
crushing.  

renacuajo
It is a frog larva that possesses a tail, lacks legs, and has gill respiration.  It looks more like a fish.  It is the second stage
of the frog's metamorphosis.  Colloquially in Colombia, child, infant. 

renal
Nephritic.  relating to the kidneys or the kidney.  Type of patient who has affected kidneys . 

renate
Renate is incorrectly written and should be written as "Renate, Renata." being its meaning:<br>Renate is a variant of the
feminine name Renata.  Renato male Variant.  It means he returned to birth and is of Latin origin.

renca
Renca is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Renca ( for the city )." being its meaning:<br>In Colombia is a
way of saying take.  A person who has one leg shorter than another.  Table to which is missing a leg.  Walking whine.
Chile city in the metropolitan area of Santiago.

rencilla
It means grudge, discord, dispute, disagreement, conflict, fight, quarrel, altercation.  Resentment or resentment that
manifests itself during disputes between known people.  Spite. 

renco
In Colombia it's the same thing I take.  Person walking with difficulty or small jumps due to a foot injury.  Person limping. 

rencor
It is a sentiment of hostility or resentment toward someone who has offended us or has done us damage.  It means
inquina, resentment, loathing, animosity, antipathy, dislike, hate, tirri.



rencoroso
A person who retains a feeling of hostility, resentment, or desire for revenge with whom he or she has offended or
harmed him.  That he does not forgive, that he does not forget. 

render
It can be a way to call a 3D representation or digital image.  It is achieved with highly specialized programs and gives
realistic appearance to the model or image.  In Aerospace science it is also a way to call a ship that is responsible for
transporting cargo, satellites or other smaller space vehicles or rovers.  You can translate as the one you deliver, give or
yield.  Transporter, home, carrying or delivering.  In the latter sense it is very little used. 

rendija
Crack or elongated cavity that forms in a solid body, especially a wall.  Glimmer, opening, crack, slit, slot, cleft, joint,

rendirse
It is the action of surrender, abandon the battle, be given up.  Chapter, submit, surrender, ceder, exhausted, tired. be
overstressed.

rendón
Rendon is a surname of Spanish origin.

renegado
Inflection of renegade, which means abandoning your ideals or your religion.  Profess offenses and insults, throw
curses, say oaths, all against something.  Name of a film starring Antonio Banderas.  Name of a U.S. television series,
released in 1992. 

renegociar
It is a business activity, through which a supplier and its customer, agree to change the initial conditions of a business
and that can benefit both parties.  In many cases, delivery terms, payment terms or interest are changed.

rené
It is a male name of French origin.  It means the one who is reborn, the one who revives.  It has variants Renato and
Renata. 

rengadero
It means hip.  It is the name of each of the joints where the thigh bone (femur) of each leg meets the pelvis.  Rump ,
haunch , drupe .  Buttock. 

rengíferos
Plural of rengifer, another of the names of reindeer or caribou.  You can also say rangific.  It is the castellanization of the
technical term in Zoology Rangifer.  It's the name of the reindeer genre.  Relative to reindeer.

renguear
In Colombia it means limping, walking with difficulty.  Way to walk due to a foot injury.  Walk from the renco. 



renoleta
It is the way to call the Renault family car versions, for utility or cargo use.  It was presented mostly on Renault 4, 12 and
18 models. 

renombre
It means fame, honor, reputation, prestige, credit, prez, notoriety, popularity, glory.  Recognition or popularity of a person
within a medium.  

renos
Reindeer is the plural of reno.  The reindeer is an animal mampifero also called rangifero or rengifero.  It is native to
Eurasia and has the scientific name Rengifer tarandus.  It is the family Cervidae.  There is an American subspecies
called caribou.

renoval
In Forestry and Forestry Sciences it refers to a renewed or young forest, usually the result of natural regeneration. 

renque
It means row or row of plants that make up a vineyard.  Furrow of a crop .  especially vine, but the term is applicable to
any kind of cultivation that is done by furrows or rows. 

rentador
Person who puts in rental, rental, or lease an asset.  Landlord.  Well that offers good profits or good produced (in
Colombia produced is net profit).

renuencia
That opposed to do something that we recommend or instructed.  Opposition, rebellion.

renvalso
It is the hollow or recess that is made in the door frames so that they can be recessed and jijas.  It is considered
synonymous with mocheta.

renziano
It means related to Renzi.  Concerning Renzi.  Policies or doctrines promiovided by Renzi .  He refers to an Italian
politician named Matteo Renzi. 

reñido
Inflection of quarrel, which means fight, fight, fight, dispute.  It means fought, fought, disputed.  Let it be obeyed with
difficulty and effort. 

reo
Guilty of a crime, convicted, imprisoned, sentenced, inmate, internal, inmate, captive.

reola
It means circle, ring, round, circumference, wheel.  Round. 



repara
It is an inflection of repair.  It means compose, arrange, rebuild, restore, rebuild.  Also can mean observe, notice, view or
claim compensation remedy, compensate.

reparar
It has many meanings.  It means to warn, to notice, to see, to look, to observe, to notice.  It also means fixing, redoing,
rebuilding, composing, recomposing, mending, restoring, renewing.  In addition, it may mean recovering, toning,
invigorating, restoring, strengthening, invigorating or remedying, compensating, indemnifying, amending, ingratiating,
healing, compensating. 

reparatorio
It means that it repairs, that fixes, that recovers, that compensates.  That helps overcome a ailment or damage. 
repairer. 

reparchado
It means that it has been fixed by using patches.  In Colombia it also means pothole capped (road recovery by plugging
or filling potholes). 

reparcheo
In Colombia it is the action aimed at plugging gaps or potholes by means of the patch system or small amounts of
pavement.  Covering of holes or potholes.

reparo
It can mean observation, criticism, objection, censorship, disagreement, strikeout.  It also means Lock, obstacle,
difficulty, inconvenience, doubt.  Inflection of repair, which means to fix, indemnify. 

reparto
Inflection of distribution, which means to distribute, manage, split, divide, extend, disseminate, spread.  Group of people
who play the various roles in a play or film.  cast. 

reparto equitativo
Means balanced distribution, all parts of the distribution are exactly equal.  Proportional, fair, equal, balanced.

repecho
It means small climb, short ascent, trepada of short length.  slope.  Short slope. 

repelente
In Colombia it means annoying, foolish, fastidious.  It means serving to reject, remove, move, repel.  Chemical used to
prevent insect bites, then makes them to retire by fragrance emitting.  That produces repulsion or rejection.  Repulsive,
disgusting, hateful, unpleasant, annoying, unfriendly.

repelido
It's a deflection of repelling.  It means rejecting, pushing back, repudiating.



repello
It is an inflection of crude, enjalbergar.  It means painting with lime or Carbide.  Whitening a wall.  Whitewash to paint the
wall. In the region Caribbean means wiggle dance and also grind grain.

repelos
It is the plural of cuticle.  It is a small WISP or piece which rises from the skin, leather, cuerito.  In Colombia also cuticle
is an inflection of repel.  It means scraping the pan with a spoon to remove until the last crumb of food.  Scrape.  Also
Peel is to find food or leftovers in restaurants to be consumed.  Leftovers, rubbish.

repercute
What effect, consequence, reaction, reflex, sequel, result, influencing.

repesca
In sport slang it is the same as repechage.  Last chance given to an athlete or team to continue competing.  Encounter
that is presented between losing or eliminated teams or players, to bring out a winner who continues in competition. 

repetidamente
It means repeatedly , which is repeated several times .  Which happens several times in a row. 

repetitivos
It means cyclic, which are repeated several times. 

repica
It is an inflection of ringing.  It means that it produces a repeated sound.  Touch.  To say that it sounds (a campaign),
you clinking, it campanea.  Pluck.  Repeat a sound several times.

repique de campana
It's the definition of slick.

repisa
It is a small piece of wood or metal that is placed on the wall to locate objects of adornment, usually of porcelain.  It is
also a piece of wood similar to the bar or limatón.  It is an inflection of repisar.  It means stepping or redialing, redial.

replegarse
It is a defensive move that consists of spreading or spreading.  Do not keep a single group.  Move, retire, transfer, flee,
back, deviate.

repleto
In Colombia it means very busy, crowded.  That you have overcrowding or exceeds its capacity.  Crowded, overflowing,
overflowed, crowded.  Also jaded, I ahíto, I packed.

replicable
It means that it is capable of being replicated or reproduced.  That can be answered, answered or contradicted.  You
may be susceptible to argument or discussion, which may be objected to, challenged, challenged or protested.  Alleged,



argumentable, answerable, objectionable, protestable, objectionable, rebatable, questionable. 

reportarce
reportarce is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Reporting" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is
reporting ( 41 s;.  To say where information is, which is its location and work done.  Making report.  It means get, inform,
achieve, achieve, obtain, report, provide, warn whenever there are, contain, stop, calm.

reporter
It can mean reporter or report (news that is made from the site of the event).  Short news .  The word has English origin. 

reporteria
Type of journalism that is done from the place where the events occur.  Work carried out by the reporter.  Journalism
from the place of events.  News from outside studies. 

repostero
Person who makes or works in confectionery, who makes biscuits, cakes or cakes.  Pastry chef, biscuit, tortero.  In
Colombia person who answers everything, answer .  Person who replies, answers, responds or does not remain silent
when they say something, Respond. 

reprencibl
The correct term is reprehensible. It means that it is worthy of a reprimand, a claim or a punishment. Upbraid, censure,
chastise.

represar
It means contain, confine, state, stop, limit.  Stop a water course in a dam.  Prevent something from flowing naturally. 
By extension, prevent something from being displayed, prevent something from manifesting. 

representación simbólica
It is the representation of a Word, useful information or topic with a symbol, signal, drawing or graph.  Used much to
understand a message in multiple languages without writing words.  It is used much in the industrial signs and traffic
signals.

representante
It means person who represents.  In Colombia he is the political figure who has been elected to the Chamber.  Political
character of popular lesson. 

represiones
Rigorous way of dealing with a protest. Retaliation, retribution, revenge, revenge, punishment and reprimand.

represo
It's a repressive inflection.  It means contain, hold.  It can also mean, delay, delay. 

represoras
It means that they cause or generate repression.  Let them repress, dwell or harass.



reprimenda
It means loud scolding.  Vehement or exaggerated rebuke. 

reprimendar
It is the same as scolding, admonishing, recriminating, censoring, lecturing, diatribar, claiming.  It's the action of
criticizing someone for a bad performance.

reprobaciones
Plural of reprapping .  It means losses, not being approved or accepted, disapprovals.  Reproach actions or effects . 
Get bad grades.  Censorship, convictions, reproaches, studs. 

reprochar
It means complaining, scolding, censoring, disapproving.  Censorship or disapproval that is done rudely.  Reproach,
recrimination, scolding. 

reproche
It is an inflection of reproach.  It means claim, reprimand, rebuke, criticize.  Claim, recrimination, objection, criticism and
complaint.

reptil
It means that it crawls, that it crawls.  It is a class of vertebrate animal that has skin covered with scales (horny
epidermis).  They belong to the class Reptilia.  It is made up of lizards, salamanders, crocodiles, alligators, iguanas,
snakes, turtles and tuatara (sphenodonts). 

reptilario
It is a place where reptiles are concentrated for reproductive or exhibition purposes. 

repudiada
Repudiation inflection.  It means rejecting, descorning, censoring, discarding.

repuesto
It is the name of a new spare part, which is placed on an artifact and replacing a damaged one.  In Colombia it means
recovered from an ailment.  It also means that you have gained weight and that you are in full recovery after a disease.  
recovered, healthy. 

repugnancia
It means that it is disgusting, causes nausea or vomiting.  Physical feeling of displeasure over a bad smell, bad taste, or
the sight of something that may cause nausea or vomiting.  Sensation or feeling that causes repulsion or rejection. 
Disgust, aversion, antipathy. 

repujando
It is an action or inflection of embossing .  It means carve the leather with metal molds and a hammer. 

repujar



Make highlight special figures in a leather, with molds of metal sheets, giving blows with a hammer.  Hammer molds on
a leather. 

repullo
In Venezuela it is a surname of Spanish origin.  Last name of a Spanish economist, named Rafael Repullo Labrador. 
Violent shaking or shocking, caused by the scare.

repulsión
Action and effect of repelling , .  It means trying to push away.  It is a feeling of hostility or resentment towards someone
who has offended or hurt us.  It means inquina, resentment, aversion, animosity, antipathy, resentment, hatred, tirria.  It
also means that it generates disgust. 

reputacional
Relating to the prestige, fame or recognition of a person.  Relating to reputation.  Relative to recognition or popularity. 

requeñeque
In Colombia it means something additional and annoying.  Complication, obstacle, difficulty.

requerir
It means claim, request, notify .  It also means to intimidate, to warn to exhort.  Demand. 

requete-
In Colombia it is a prefix widely used to give intensity to something (a qualifier).  Very, much, too much, exaggerated. 

requeteconfirmar
It means confirming outright .  Make sure that there is absolutely no doubt.  reaffirm.  Corroborate , ratify . 

requeteconocida
It's a very reteteused word in Colombia.  It means well known, exaggeratedly known, overly well known, too well known,
popular.  In our country, a place of extremes and complexities, we are given to exaggerate everything, so we use a lot of
superlative or diminutive at all times.  The suffix (very our ) requete means a lot, several times, excessive, exaggerated,
too. 

requia
It is one of the common names of a medium-sized tree.  It is also called trumpet, guaraguao or yamao.  It belongs to the
family Meliaceae and its scientific name is Guarea guidonia.  It has medicinal uses such as expectorant,
antihemorrhagic and purgative.  She's extremely abortive.  

requiebro
It is an expression that denotes admiration, praise or praise.  Pyropo, tenderness, alago, gallantry, praise, flattery,
flower. 

requintada
In Colombia means very tight, very tight.  Hard to let go.  Tied, tied, bundled.



requintista
He is the musician who specializes in playing or plucking the requinto. 

rervoltijo
rervoltijo is incorrectly written, and should be written as jumble.  being its meaning:<br>The correct term is clutter.  It
means entangling, mazacote, mishmash, mess, mess, hubbub, jumble, scrambled, confusion, jaleo, Whirligig,
relaxation, disorder, chaos, stew.

res
It means semoviente, domestic bovine, cow, bull, calf, steer.  For hunters, so can the deer or the wild boar. 

resabio
In Colombia it means mania, custom, habit, vice, trend, morning.  Something we do repetitively and unconsciously. 

resablo
The word resablo in Spanish there. There are two possibilities for the question: aftertaste or altarpiece. Taken a noun or
is an inflection of resabiar. It means to induce a habit or a bad habit. Upset or desazonar be, prancing is. Altarpiece is a
collection of figures or carvings depicting a story or an event in a series. An altar decoration.

resagarse
The correct term is to lag down, with z .  It means staying, falling behind, falling behind, going backwards.  Walk at a
slower pace than others.  It can also mean entertaining, delaying.

resague
It is an inflection of resagarse. It means losing positions, waste time, go back, stay back.

resalto
In Colombia police lying down, reducing speed.  Outgoing, highlight.  Bulge that is placed on a flat surface, especially on
a track to force to reduce the speed.  It is the name of a technique to hunt wild boar.

resanar
It means fixing, healing, composing.  recover or give original and proper condition to something that had deteriorated or
damaged. 

resbaladeros
In Colombia are children's games that are found in the parks.  They consist of a ladder and an elongated, smooth plane,
inclined with side guards.  We also call them rhodium-roll, slide, slide or slides.

resbaladizo
It means that it slips or slips very easily.  Smooth, which slides.  That can generate or cause slips. 

resbalo
It is an inflection of slipping.  It means slipping, deleznar is, seep, skating, pifiar, fail, make a mistake, scroll.  Have a
setback, fall.



rescildos
rescildos is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Embers" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is embers.  It
is a term used in Colombia to name the ash of firewood.

rescoldo
In Colombia embers is small, tiny embers or ash.  It can also be grounds, chip or residue of coffee remaining in the filter.
 Grounds, delete, sediment and residue.

resecamiento
Action or effect of drying .  It means dehydrating, drying by the action of heat or wind.  Remove moisture.  dryness. 

resellado
It means sealing again, reseeding or overseating.  It means sealing twice, placing one seal on top of another,
re-stamping, making sure something is well closed or covered. 

resentido
It can mean hurt, injured, affected, suffering from a pain.  It can also mean that you hold a grudge, spiteful.  Hostile ,
angry . 

resentimiento
It means resentment, hatred, repulsion, viciousness, tyranny, inquina, animosity.  In Colombia it is also called encono. 
Action and effect of resentment or resentment. 

reseñas
Plural of review.  Short summary.  It means, recession, summary, synthesis, summary, synopsis, overview abbreviation. 
It is also an inflection of outline, which means tell, describe, refer, detail, telling.

resequedad
It means very dry or dry.  Excessive dryness.  Excessive drought, dehydrated, lacking moisture.

reserpinas
reserpinas is incorrectly written and should be written as "Rauwolfia serpentina" being its meaning:<br>It is an alkaloid
extracted from the Snakeroot herbaceous plant with scientific name Rauwolfia serpentina of the family Apocynaceae. 
Traditional medicine plant china known as Shegenmu, Yindu, shemu.  Said that it was what Mahatma Ghandi was
taking. It is used to control high blood pressure.

reservado sobrio
Reserved, sober, they are synonymous with understated, austere, moderate.

reses
It is the plural of beef.  In Colombia stands for something.  Ruminant, cow, beef, head, Bull, cow, ox, channel, meat.

resfalin
resfalin is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Sliding" being its meaning:<br>I think the correct term is sliding. It



is the same as slides, slides, water slides. Children play in a park in which there is a ladder and a slide.

resguardado
It is an inflection of safeguard or take shelter.  It means protect, protect, guard, watch, shelter, Assistant, support,
defend.

residente
Person who regularly inhabits the same place or place.  Inhabitant, occupant, dweller, settler, neighbor.  In Medicine, it
is the name given to a Doctor who is doing Postgraduate or is in a stage of academic training in some specialty and who
attends a university hospital regularly. 

residuos
Fragments remaining after completion of a work.  Traces, remains, scrap, remnants, debris, waste, slag, fragment.

resiente
Inflection to resent or resent .  It means it affects, injures or hurts.

resignarse
It means to conform, to hold, to submit, to bow, to abide, to accept, to be patronizing.  Show meekness or tameness.

resilencia
It is a person's ability to face and overcome adversity and also learn from them to strengthen themselves in the face of
future new events. 

resilente
The correct term is resilient.  It means a person who promptly overcomes adversity.  Ability to adapt to setbacks and
adverse situations.  Resistance.  Ability to overcome traumatic circumstances.

resiliencia
In Psychology it is the ability of the human being to recover and overcome a traumatic event.  Strength, solidity,
strength, flexibility, adaptability, elasticity. 

resiliente
According to the Neuroscience is the person of greater emotional balance against adversity or stress. Quiet, calm,
phlegmatic, fresh.

resilla
It is a little-used diminutive of res.  RES small or low value.

resinas
It is a discharge or exudate natural plants, usually oily and aromatic. In Colombia we also tell resins to dental shims. 
Rubber.



resinificacion
resinification is incorrectly written and should be written as "40 Resinification; with tilde )" being its meaning:<br>It is the
action or effect of resinic or make an application of resin. Varnished, lacquered. Resin is applied to the wood in order to
preserve and give very good presentation.

resiprocamente
resiprocamente is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Interact." being its meaning:<br>The correct term is (
With c and 41 tilde;. It is an adverb of mode and means that there is reciprocity or correspondence in both directions. It
exerts one action over others and also receives them in the same proportion. Provided, fair and appropriate.

resistividad
It is the specific resistance capacity of an electrical material.  It is represented by Rho (Greek letter) or R and is
measured in Ohms per meter.  A high value reflects an insulating material and a low material reflects a good electrical
conductor. 

resistor
It's also called resistance.  It is an electronic component, designed to introduce a specific resistance between two points.
of an electrical circuit. 

resma
It is a measure for sheets or sheets of paper (folios).  It is equivalent to 500 sheets. 

resnero
It is one of the common names of the cattle heron, a bird.  Its scientific name is Bubulcus ibis and it is also known as
denim heron, ox heron, African cattle heron, heron, sungbueyes.  It belongs to the family Ardidae.  In botany it is an
unusual synonym of Datura, which is the name of a genus of toxic plants in the family Solanaceae. 

resoca de caña de azucar
It is the name given to different loas cuts or thinning of the cane.

resocializacion
Action or effect of resocializing .  It is the process by which a criminal is intended to recover before society, while purging
his conviction. 

resolana
In Colombia means sunlight, light energy from the Sun, sunshine, sunlight, reflection of the Sun, solar radiance.  Heat,
embarrassment, glare, clarity.  It usually refers to the light of the Sun dimmed by clouds.

resoldo
resoldo is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Embers." being its meaning:<br>I think that the question is about
embers. In Colombia we use the term embers to name ash which is burnt wood. In the field is used as an abrasive to
peel the corn.

resoplar
It means breathing hard or difficult.  Wheezing, gasping, Buffalo.  Loud breathing.



resorte
In Colombia, you want to tell that is elastic, that it can be stretched.  String, spiral, suspension.  Attachment metal spiral
that serves as a buffer.  It also wants to tell, influence, appeal, joystick, power, decision.

respaldatorio
In Accounting it is the same as support or voucher.  It is a physical or virtual document that serves as a support or proof.
 It means that it supports , that supports , that sustains , that confirms , that verifies . 

respaldo
It means the back of a piece of furniture or a chair.  Back of something, especially a construction.  Back, trellis.  In
Colombia it also means support, sponsor, support, guarantee, insurance, bond.

respetado
Inflection to respect .  It means reverence, honoring, appreciating, admiring, venerating.  It can also mean hogging,
obeying, or preserving.  Admired, revered, appreciated, revered, honored. 

respetos
Plural of respect.  It means admiration, reverence, veneration and fervor, honor, tribute, consideration, respect,
obedience, fear, fear.

respingada
It is an inflection respingar.  It means picking up or fluffing the nose.  Shake off, stand up, jump, skip, claim, bother,
growling, rezongar, resist, snorting, protest.  Small and slightly raised nose.  Chatico, born.

respirabilidad
It refers to the quality of a pleasant, harmonious, pleasant, quiet environment.

resplandecientes
Plural of resplendent.  Want to tell that shines, that shines, that produces glow.   Shine, glisten, flashing, Excel, Excel,
note.

resplandor
It means brightness, light, splendor, luminosity or scintillation. 

resplandores
It is the plural of glow.  Get momentary light.  It means lightning, light, glare, brightness, Flash, blink, brightness, clarity,
splendor, gloss, glory, Majesty, dignity, notoriety.

responsabilizo
It is an inflection of responsibility. Means compromise, force, take responsibility to someone the result of management.
Invest liability. Generate commitment.

respuesta parafraseada
It is a way to explain something that has many words technical and convoluted, with simple and understandable words



to the interlocutor. Reply with simple words trying to avoid technicalities and complicated words.

resquebrajarse
It means splitting, breaking, splintering, cracking, cracking, fracturing, cracking, cracking.  Figuratively it is to collapse,
fall, lie down, drop or be defeated.  Feel a lot of pain or grief.  Cry.

resquicio
It means slit, slit, crack, slit, slit, aperture.  Free space left between a door and a hinge.

resquiezo
It's synonymous with requisition.  It means slit, slit, crack, groove, slit, opening.  Free space that remains between a door
and the kiosk. 

restallar
Generate a loud and strident noise.  In Colombia it means grinding, making strident noise.  Crackle, snap, ring,
resonate, squeal, crack. 

restañar
It means to contain a spill of a fluid, to stop a hemorrhage.  Re-coat with tin, coat with tin. 

restaurada
It means renovated, rebuilt, repaired, recovered, fixed, corrected.  That it was subjected to a process of renewal or
recovery.  Inflection of restoring which means renewing, fixing, rebuilding. 

restaurantero
Person who owns or runs a restaurant.  A person who is engaged in the business in food sales establishments.

restaurar
It means renew, rebuild, fix, recover.  Undergo a process of recovery or renewal.  Leave as it was before, leave as new. 

resteo
In Colombia, you want to say what it is, the ultimate, the lags.  Balance.  I resteo in a game means that you bet
everything that fits.  Remains.  Inflection of restear.  It means ending balances.

restiado
In Colombia is a colloquial way of saying that we are on the verge of bankruptcy, which is the last thing about money. 
that is going to run out of money after this expenditure.  By extension: the last attempt or the last effort.

restingas
Plural de restinga .  Sandbank that in the sea and by swell action can form small islets.  Reef.  In the jungle are low
areas, which are floodable.  Under. It can also be a kind of soil poor nutrients, infertile, acidic and sandy.  It usually lacks
vegetation and if there is, it is only low.  Arenal, peladero.



restregadura
This is the waste generated by scrubbing or scrubbing utensils, especially pots. 

restrigate
restrigate is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Scrubbing you" being its meaning:<br>It is an inflection of
scrubbing. The correct term is rubbing you. It means rub, rub, rub, scrape, filing, ludir, sanding, raer, scrubbing.

restringida
It is an inflection of restrict.  Means hinder, limit, obstruct, reduce, prevent.  That is for a chosen few and not for
everyone.  It means limited, reduced, prevented, alibi, hampered.

resupinación
It is a phenomenon of adaptation of plants and particularly orchids, whereby their vegetative parts and it usually flowers
suffer a twisting, rotating, or entorchamiento (rotation of investment) or 180 degree turn, that facilitate pollination.

retacar
In Colombia it means harassing, insisting, persecuting, harassing, besieging.  It is also in billiards to propel a ball twice
in a row.  It can also be squeezing the contents of something, so you can fill it until nothing else fits (for example a tube
or cartridge). 

retaco
It's a turning point of challenging.  It means compacting something that is contained in a narrow space.  Tighten. 
condense, tac.  In Colombia re retaliating also means harassing, cornering, besating, threatening, insisting, instigating,
persisting.  It can also be a short and thick barrel shotgun.  In Venezuela it means plump, plump, fat and low stature,
chaparro.

retador
In the boxing slang is the fighter that challenges to the holder or a category champion.  Boxer who confronts the
champion intending to snatch the title in a fight.  Opponent or rival of the champion in a title fight.  The one who
challenges or challenges.

retagila
It is a vulgarism used in various parts of Colombia.  Common mistake by retahíla .  It means long sequence of events or
chain of events.  List of words, which are recited as a prayer.  Prayer, series, string, sequence, list, litany, rosary. 

retahila
In Colombia it is a series of phrases or words that are said in chain or Seguidilla, as if it were a prayer or a poem. 
Series, string, List, litany, Rosary, Retajila.

retahíla
It is a series of phrases or words that say in string or string, as if it were a prayer or poem.  Series, String, list, litany,
rosario, retajila.

retailer
It is a term of the English language.  It means retail, retail, unit, smaller or retail (retail).  Retailer, who sells for few



quantities or units. 

retajila
In Colombia it's the same as retahila.  It means string, sequence, streak, follow. 

retal
In Colombia it means remaining piece, scrap, trimming.  It can be fabric, wood or metal.

retaliacion
Activity that is exercised with rancor and as revenge.  Action that is carried out as a claim.  Revenge. 

retaliación
It means revenge, revenge, claim.  Activity that is carried out with a grudge and as revenge or revenge. 

retambufa
It means rear, butt, tail, ass.  Buttocks, buttocks. 

retamo
It is one of the forms in Colombia call a plant of the family Fabaceae, also known as gorse, broom, gorse, gorse, aliaga. 
It is a medium-sized, thorny shrub and has the scientific name of Genista scorpius.

retapizar
It means to re-upholster, change or replace the tapestry or lining of a piece of furniture or chair with a newer one. 


